Imani Perry’s *Vexy Thing: On Gender and Liberation* is a sophisticated mapping of patriarchy from the Enlightenment to the present. Perry focuses attention on the “structure of patriarchy...[and] its gaps, its failures, and its injustices when it comes to the treatment of those under patriarchal authority” (17). She divides the book into two sections: the first section is a historically based conceptual account of the foundations of patriarchy rooted in property, personhood, and sovereignty, and the second section is a mapping of the shifts in patriarchy during the hypermedia neoliberal age. Perry suggests that in the current neoliberal age there is a “doubling of inequality” as “[t]he old architecture of patriarch through property, personhood, and sovereignty remains, but there are fewer absolute exclusions yet more intensive competitive demands that disadvantage those who were once absolutely excluded” (104). *Vexy Thing*’s dual focus — the historical and the contemporary — makes it an essential read for anyone who is interested in understanding gender and gendering in the current vexed political moment.

*Vexy Thing* uses stories and vignettes to focus attention on “the men who could not be patriarchs, the people who could be neither patriarch nor lady, the captured and the excluded” (6). Perry acknowledges that her use of “story and vignette, along with description, theorization, and analysis, is admittedly an ‘odd’ structure, at least according to the conventions of academic writing” (6). As someone who functions on the margins of my discipline (Behl 2019), I appreciate the “odd” structure of
Vexy Thing and believe it is one of the major contributions of the book. Through a careful reading of sources from nineteenth-century slavery court cases to writings by Toni Morrison and Audre Lorde and art by Kara Walker and Wangechi Mutu, Perry reveals the complex structure of patriarchy, its rules and exceptions, and its states of exception (6). These rigorous readings function as models of how to conduct liberation feminist critique while also inviting readers into a dialogic conversation that encourages them to conduct such critiques in their own daily lives, from their engagement with digital media and technology to their experience of the security state. Through her readings of both visual and literary art, Perry explores art as a philosophical project that disrupts current relations of power and opens up the possibility for more ethical social and intimate relations (12, 245). In doing so, she advocates for the primacy of liberation feminist praxis through witchcraft and art making (176), which are collective, communal, and soulful in contradistinction to market logic and the neoliberal and liberal subject (207).

I find Vexy Thing’s two Interludes — “Interlude 1: How Did We Get Here? Nobody’s Supposed to Be Here” and “Interlude 2: Returning to Witches” — deeply powerful. In Interlude 1, Perry explains that the core task for a critical understanding of patriarchy is “to embrace the monstrosity, not the celebrity; the monstrosity, not the representative; the monstrosity, not the ideal. To embrace the monstrosity is to wrestle with the world from the status of the outside. The task is hard and demands that we read the world we occupy rigorously” (97). In Interlude 2, Perry returns to the figure of the witch and asks readers to “rest our thoughts, at least for a moment, on their symbolic value for feminist thought...[as a way] to make our way out from under the force of patriarchy on our minds and will” (172). In her historic and contemporary readings, Perry demonstrates that liberation feminism is both a way to read, map, and make sense of patriarchy, and a way to get out from under the power of patriarchy, even if only momentarily. The point for Perry is to “recuperate” the contingent energy signified by the witch, “restoring it to our social and political imaginary” (175).

In chapter 7, Perry asks, “How do we make space for ruptures in the rules of patriarchy that are not circumscribed to market winners or the individualized commodity and instead open up new forms of relations for more of us and in our analog existences?” (203). In response, in chapter 8, she turns to art as a way “to pull us beyond the obsession with self-branding that marks neoliberalism” (245). She notes, however, that
the art world is squarely part of the neoliberal marketplace, yet she finds that “If art itself does its work well, it has a life beyond its markets” (245).

Perhaps some readers of Vexy Thing might wonder if law — not witchcraft, art, and literature — might be a more viable way of achieving gender liberation. Perhaps other readers might ask if liberation feminism — even one focused on ethics and praxis and rooted in witchcraft, art, and literature — can perpetuate the very patriarchy that Vexy Thing is trying to dismantle. Perhaps still others might wonder to what extent Vexy Thing can capture the lived experience of the nonperson/noncitizen/subaltern when it focuses so heavily on the lived experience of those in the United States. I, too, share these thoughts and questions. Yet, I am drawn to Vexy Thing and its promise of liberation feminism that treats ”‘feminism’ as a verb...as a diachronic poesis of living in politics that is ever changing, uncertain, and vexed but that also, we hope, will bring us closer to freeing us all” (253).
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